
2019 BMP Contributions to Neighbors Together/Town of Middlebury 
Quarter 3: July-Sept 2019 

 
• Bundle 

- Weekly meetings with Bundle Manager, Kelly Hickey  
- Marketing and outreach of each event 
- Process finances and reimbursements 
- Continued promotion of the space 
- Secured new space at 51 Main and relocated Bundle from 60 Main  
- Continued to work with Bundle Manager to brainstorm and approve events for 2019/2020 
- Continued discussing Bundle management in 2020 as well as long term sustainability 
- Continued to work with Bundle Manager to incorporate other businesses and partnerships 
- Worked with Bundle Manager to collect data/metrics for reporting to state and others 
- Met with Vergennes Economic Development to discuss Bundle as a concept and 

collaborative regional economic efforts 
- Oversaw Kelly’s communication to local and state audiences   

• Website ExperienceMiddlebury.com 
- Weekly oversight of Digital Media Marketing Manager, Sue Hoxie 
- Met with Hark and agreed on a compromise of budgeted new asks and unpaid reparations 

of existing, incomplete site elements 
- Regular meetings and phone calls with Hark team and Sue Hoxie to approve and track 

progress of site changes 
- Launched site improvements on live site; continued oversight of Sue's work to update 

events, images, business listings and other site elements 
 
• Programming/Budget 

- Deal of the Week: began setting guidelines for participation, identifying participants 
and logistics for the program, began meeting with merchants  

- Visitor-Driven Marketing and Communication: began meeting with local partners in the 
areas of Outdoor Rec, Food/Bev and Arts/Culture to tap into their networks of people 
likely to visit, with a hook to get them to return, began discussing conceptual design 
with committee members  

- Wednesday Evening Events in June and July: Began planning “micro” events every 
Wednesday night to draw traffic to downtown with specials, food, pop-ups, using 
Bundle and community partners to create an event with a theme each week from 5-
8pm 

- Kids/Adults Scavenger Hunts: Began planning hidden gems scavenger hunt around 
downtown for kids to turn in 25 for Middlebury Money or keep, as well as weekly 
puzzles and other Middlebury-focused scavenger hunts for adults (or kids!) to turn in 
for opportunities to win prizes during the summer 

- Local Advertising: began meeting with local media to create plan for advertising all of 
the events, deals, scavenger hunts under a coordinated brand with Addison 
Independent, WVTK and other local media and digital media as well as hired Image 
Farm to do the design of the brand elements to use cohesively throughout  

- Shopping Incentives and Middlebury Money Promotion: Began planning a Small 
Business Saturday promotion (Nov 30), as well as giveaways at Midd Night Strolls 
(Dec 5 and 12) and various other opportunities for using Midd Money as shopping 
promotion, continuing to promote the Midd Money program to businesses (giving away 
as gifts to employees at Christmas, etc.), began planning a re-design of Midd Money 
and envelopes to create a stronger, more utilized program. We are also continuing to 
track spending on a monthly basis in coordination with the National Bank of 
Middlebury as well as track inventory of the Midd Money quantities.  



- Wayfinding/Accessibility and Visitors Center: found a volunteer to make improvements 
to the structure to be able to transport, laid out a volunteer schedule for staffing next 
summer, NT representation on Mobility Committee with VTRANS and community 
partners 

- Telling our Story to a Broader Audience: met with public relations firm to discuss 
telling the story of NT/Middlebury to a bigger, broader audience, reviewed proposal 
and ultimately decided not to proceed but will be looking for additional ways to do the 
same thing 

- Continued to manage the budget/expenses 
 

• Admin/Misc. 
- Regular meetings with Jim Gish to stay updated on project specs  
- Met with group of downtown businesses to explain programming and budget, answer 

questions, find volunteers for committees 
 

• Special Events  
- Planning, promotion and execution of the activities, food, music and logistics of the 

Block Party  
- Secured volunteers for party needs—before/during/after 
- Purchased raffle prizes from 18 downtown businesses to use in shopping promotion 

and tracked spending  
- Planned, promoted two concerts in the Marble Works, then communicated 

cancellations due to weather  


